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#! *$! @# Valentine's Day
 
Relationships. They can keep them
 
I have my books and my cat
 
I'm happy flying solo
 
QQ into my B & J's Red Velvet
 
Then treat myself to Olive Garden
 
Salad and breadsticks are limitless
 
Later play a game of WoW
 
And dance with a Night Elf: D
 
Yeah, I'm happy flying solo
 
Don't like to answer to anyone
 
Do what I want when I want
 
You don't hear me bleating on
 
Tauren-sized box of chocolates
 
For us single people on this day
 
Ohmy. Funfun. To be honest
 
I couldn't have it any other way!
___________________________
 
noblebandit
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: Twisted:
 
r u a cobra in coil
Sheathed in smooth scales?
Slithery creature
Do u believe dat ur real?
 
Hood half spread, u hiss and spit
Usually shy and nonagressive
Fearful under ur swaying glare
Retract again in the hot clear air
 
Crawl, climb, coil, crush
u cant swallow me head first
Slinking over the desert sand
Save ur venom, im not ur man
 
noblebandit
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…z.Z
 
I woke up. Dream disappears
 
Walk around. Lay back down
 
The night is quiet and well
 
I put on my iPod and listen
 
On shuffle, down low
 
Singing along
 
With every song
 
I memorized on my playlist
 
Did not notice myself
 
Slowly, slowly being
 
Pulled into a dream
 
Just go missing
 
On a soft pillow
 
noblebandit
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Believe It!
 
People with cellphones, city sophisticates
Activists, rednecks and the skeptics
People who drive fast and tailgaters
And those who stop walking on escalators
You who rev engines at red lights
Then squeal off for a wild night
With stereos so loud my car vibrates
Playin’ shyt won’t stop, hip-hop, aight?
Motorbike guys they give me a fright
Vegetarians, homophobics I despise
Trendy people, obnoxious store owners
And ugly babies, would you do me a favor?
Bling bling “what’s your problem” yobbos
Prima donna, anarchists and Bono
Those who say they’re out of cigarettes
And worst of all it brings success
People who like little wayne
Cosplayers dressed like a video game
Are you that person of whom I think?
Little angels turned out to be deviants
Gucci belt, Fendi scarf, Obama t? Check
Possessed by a spirit c’est fantastique
…If you shop at Woodbury Commons
I hate everyone tbh
 
noblebandit
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Born In 1984
 
Belated e-card black balloons
Sacrifrice I am not a magician
Tranquil tropical region
Don’t ask foolish questions
 
And so must depart every word
On my ass long story short
In opera beauty of the void
Half moon and all that
 
Into the room mythical
Crystal concrete experience
Daydreaming voice is musical
Vowels and consonants
 
Double lights a conga line
Private party of mine
 
noblebandit
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Brand New Day
 
I sensed a change was on the way
When you visited me yesterday
Fair-haired Super Hero version
Boundless on the ocean barren
…Hm…yes, supernatural
The whole of him so visible
- Tell me, Sir…
Without a word
In any incarnation
Completely away from anyone
- Don’t try to keep me
To put it more strongly
A certain unease
Such lines as these
I didn’t object
Broken gasps, and yet
What else could I do?
Heavenly vision
That was it, it seems
He walked along the beach
By the setting sun
He stared back again
‘Till only a shaft of light
Keep thinking all night
Oh perfect creature, gallant lad
That’s all. He had been a God
 
noblebandit
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Brightened All Again
 
Shadow on asphalt a surging sea
Sweet William he was on a journey
Wearing his fnkay party pantz
He spoke with trembling eloquence
In quest for adventure, he said to me
That is why I travel the streets
Hand on hip he took a long breath
And with a wink, let me think, he said:
 
“When, where fate tosses you about
Lifes perils are they true or false?
Even so your spirit on the sea
Changes with no directionality
We meet by accident here tonight
Only to live forgotten lives”
 
So this journey was a short one
Impossible to observe without emotion
Rotting fish dotted with flies
Mermaid solitary against the sky
Clouds in mid-air and still I live
Tale of a ficticious man, that’s it
 
noblebandit
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Broke
 
Out-of-work men
Living near poverty
Detour ahead
Adds to the urgency
 
Flash forward
The ticking of a clock
All kinds of things
Blasted apart
 
In deep shadow
Hard and wild life
Total lack of fun
Later.  Alright?
 
Ramblings of a homeless man
Not easily broken.  And so it began
 
Straight up
Washed up
Dots of sun
 
Adrift
After all
Surreal Captain
 
No dress requirement
Street couture
And that’s him
More and more
 
At the edge of a cliff
Unsubtle illusion
Hurry up
Global solution
 
Hail the overthrow
The misconception
That won’t be easy
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A different direction
 
noblebandit
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Chased By A Bull
 
Listening to you talk trash
 
To comment threads and Twitter
 
Being called a loser
 
Better a loser than a wiener
 
You find a random person
 
While browsing a message board
 
friends, they’re done with you
 
They let go and move on
 
Gangs of the cyber world
 
Trolls and Jejemon
 
Are the biggest heroes
 
Only in their own minds
 
Blasting my opinion
 
In an unconstructive way
 
Things you would not utter
 
To a person face-to-face
 
Mean things about my deviantART
 
But it was anon
 
Hoping to chase me publicly
 
Away from my forum
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Witness my own words used
 
To openly mock me
 
Behind a cowardly veil
 
Of anonymity
 
Been banned from the site
 
In flagrante delicto
 
For bashing my interests
 
My appearance, too
 
Gotten flamed
 
For my YouTube videos
 
Chronically harassing
 
Just blow off the Trolls
 
Or to squelch the drama
 
Ignore it or troll back
 
Unless a thoughtful critical review
 
Then just treasure it!
 
noblebandit
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Corridor Of Shadow
 
…continuing on his way alone
 
along dangerous by-roads
 
noble bandido de la rima
 
an odyssey…
 
scenes of mythology…
 
like mint and corriander
 
gold on top of silver
 
…today flows unchanged
 
noblebandit
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Cyborg
 
Net compulsion cyber user
 
Rude shocks hands-free abuser
 
Modern day siren winged eros
 
Impersonal sex in public pathos
 
Live sex spy cams his torso
 
Japanese BL at the bagno
 
Access to pleasure totally hawt
 
Heavenly constriction out in orbit
 
noblebandit
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Dcj
 
Could not resist exchange of words
Pajama pants and white loafers
High pressure situation
System of incarceration
Come on boys, keep moving here
Nowhere else to disappear
Single night or decade
Everyone awaits his fate
 
Uncontrollable alter-ego
21st Century villain or hero
The only virtue he possessed
Here, seemed out of focus
Crumbling wall and fading paint
Missteps. An endless parade
Keep your guard up. Post your bail
Holding tank. Dade County Jail
 
noblebandit
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Deep End
 
Empty inside.  You’re not alone
 
Wha…? O.o. No fault of your own
 
Behind fake emotions, masquerade mask
 
It’s your brain that just needs to defrag
 
Shades of grey.  Hard to explain
 
Needing a spyware scan again
 
Can’t concentrate.  Can’t think.  Wazup?
 
No time for WoW.  Ah, that suxs
 
You’re the master of your own head
 
<3 you buddy.  Tough luck man
 
How sad…sad face…    Needs a life
 
Yup…yup.  It’s all about the vibe
 
Routine’s a killer.  Don’t feel trapped
 
Or give yourself brain damage
 
Drive out pointless anxiety
 
And disturbing states.  AHVIOUSLAH.
 
New ways of being and seeing
 
Question the status quo
 
Bland existence or sunny smile
 
A social life?  I dunno
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Take my hand and grab it
 
Come out of the dark corner
 
…as you catch your breath thinking
 
Everything’s wonder beautiful!
 
noblebandit
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Dominican Bred
 
im broke dis all dat
began to laugh
half draped in black
 
…i also lost my hat
 
-damn breh
 
sprawled on the grass
ever so laid back
long white cloud
age for coming out
 
-yo fo real?
 
hardly the final word
that kush was good
 
-smh you gai
 
noblebandit
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Far-Sighted
 
All pink, blue and white
 
Space Opera of perpetual night
 
You slay me
 
Fan of feathers, farthest land
 
Like a necklace you hang
 
Floating
 
In this spot, circling mist
 
Ever higher wilderness
 
Astrally perfect
 
Behold,  a silver ribbon
 
Double motion, elusion
 
Fully upwards
 
Following far away
 
How time drags…
 
For this farie changeling
 
noblebandit
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Freaky
 
The dark. Just a bit of uneasiness
 
Or amnesia: the darkest decent
 
Old wooden puppets, disfigured dolls
 
Sends chills up my neck
 
Twins. They give me flashbacks
 
Remember “The Shining? ”
 
Or anything charging at me
 
Without discernment or reason
 
Haunted houses are disturbing
 
Non-living objects come alive
 
Calliope music in the background
 
*shudders* Seriously terrified!
 
Death. Reminded of the cetainty
 
It will come one day
 
I also fear not dying
 
In a prolonged sorta way
 
The Leopard Seal from Pingu
 
Puppets with parts that don’t belong
 
Fading in from black
 
The future…the unknown…
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Space. It truly scares me
 
How small I really am
 
Prison. Oh, that keeps me up at night
 
Make sure it won’t happen
 
About to turn a corner
 
I see a dark shadow
 
Hearing noises that have no source
 
A classic Screamer photo
 
Face huggers from “Aliens”
 
Slimers from Duke Nukem 3D
 
Or stop motion skeletons
 
Deep water, middle of the ocean deep
 
The light of my monitor
 
I fear fear itself
 
Doesn’t help that I’m a scaredy cat
 
An excellent freak-out!
 
noblebandit
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How Long Is Forever?
 
Only distant fragments you can recall
 
Swimming in an empty ocean of stars
 
Tough choice really, can’t decide
 
In a race with no finish line
 
They say it’s all about gameplay
 
But most of you would go insane
 
Stuck in a neverending level
 
Overcoming mankind’s oldest struggle
 
Face the fear of nonexistence someday
 
Or be just a ‘constant’ of energy
 
Forgetting the things most dear to you
 
Just wannabe Orochimarus
 
In the long run it might be a curse
 
A millenium or after a million years
 
To do everything I could ever want
 
Eventually, would I have to turn it off?
 
Living 4ever – a fate worse than death
 
Unless I’m a beautiful Vampire, then, Yes
 
noblebandit
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Hueco Mundo
 
A bit of light. A creaking board
 
Something great has got you
 
A moth? The wind? A ghost? Drink up
 
Figment of your imagination
 
An unknown, undiscovered being
 
It can hurt you.  A dangerous foe?
 
Could it just be the sunlight
 
Falling as a long shadow?
 
Scary not knowing what it wants
 
That sense of helplessness
 
Just another irrational fear?
 
Complete control over us
 
A sense of dispossession
 
They are between here and there
 
You can’t talk to them or see them
 
But they can see you… and they’re dead
 
Representing death, unknowable death
 
Strange and most dramatic
 
I do believe in the spiritual world
 
Beyond our understanding
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Reflection off a candle holder
 
Struggles of the human soul
 
Camera faux pas or an actual entity?
 
Anything’s possible
 
At this time in our evolution
 
Unexplained phenomena abound
 
More amplified states of being
 
Playing themselves out
 
We’re anxious but we’re not afraid
 
To think outside ourselves
 
Absence of proof, not proof of absence
 
Higher dimensions and other realms
 
Disrupting aura, small light/orb
 
A major solar flare
 
Not knowing their true intentions
 
Creates a jumpy atmosphere
 
I’m a firm believer
 
In spirits and in ghosts
 
Create the positive vibe
 
Avoid a scary scenario
 
Protect us from the negative
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Events that could occur
 
Pendulum that swings against
 
The alignment of the earth
 
noblebandit
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Made For You
 
Wait, wait, wait…what?
 
I order my burgers only kechup
 
My girlfriend’s sandwich is fine…and mine?
 
It came back with some kind of gooey cheese all over it
 
And some kind of sauce…it’s all wrong!
 
I should have requested a dine-in order
 
And inspected it at the counter
 
Please just get my grill order right
 
BNT and medium fries
 
How hard is it to not put things on a burger?
 
And put together my special order
 
As for my Hot Fudge Sundae…
 
i'm lovin’ it… Anyway!
 
noblebandit
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Mary Jane Lane
 
Should Mary Jane be legal?
 
Do you smoke it? Why? Why not?
 
The real problem with weed
 
It can lead to harder drugs
 
Affects your mood and health
 
And also your perspective
 
Addiction ruins lives
 
And social interaction
 
It is mind-altering
 
Some need it just to sleep
 
Also when they wake
 
And just before they eat
 
Friendly, mellow stoner
 
Can’t find any wrong
 
But your brain is your brain
 
You can’t get a new one
 
I hate the term, “Addictive
 
Personality, ” but it’s true
 
It’s about not letting
 
The high get the best of you
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A drug-induced psychosis
 
Or a functioning drug user
 
My friend can no longer
 
Talk sensibly, not ever
 
In a semi-useless state
 
Got baked before shopping
 
So I wanna say
 
Being illegal isn’t working
 
And you thought your pot
 
Was laced with LSD?
 
You just got REALLY stoned
 
Dude, you’re killing me!
 
It’s a moral choice
 
And you know the risks
 
The bad legal drugs
 
Are alcohol and cigs
 
Advocates say it’s harmless
 
…hard drugs I understand
 
They can kill you outright
 
Or cause mental health problems
 
Out of all of them
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It’s the least damaging
 
But possessing  small amounts
 
Gets you legally branded
 
People who want to celebrate
 
In a different way
 
Should not have to resort
 
To criminal activity
 
Driving under the influence
 
Of anything more than mild
 
Habit-forming intoxicants
 
Why drive high?  It’s retarded
 
I don’t begrudge people
 
Who toke up now and then
 
Decriminalizing use
 
And mild possession
 
Don’t shift responsibility
 
Away from the person
 
By blaming the drugs
 
IMO
 
noblebandit
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Monster Manual
 
Unusual creatures to mundane animals
 
And giant monsters of any type
 
Very large creatures like dragons and bigger
 
The Megalodon is a great white shark
 
Through the mist and rain goes the Beast of Gevaudan
 
A wolf – not a Lassie or Rin Tin Tin
 
In the cold, wet, damp conditions
 
Lives the Killer Rabbit of Caerbannog
 
Creatures unknown to science like
 
the Giant Space Amoeba
 
Included are a few criptids -
 
Bigfoot, Yeti and La Chupacabra
 
Also monsters from other cultures
 
The Chiang-Shih, Preta, Rakshasa and Bhuta
 
Large, medium and small go the
 
Con Rit, Kumo, Nure-Onna and Buso
 
Viscera Suckers, Abominations
 
Weird mad scientist creations
 
An upright guerilla, warm presence
 
Modly lurking in the distance
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As big as a bear, but it wasn’t a bear
 
It had Neanderthal features
 
The next page, Deadly Oozes and Manticores
 
Noted under  the Asian Bestiaries
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
The existence of a beast
 
gives me an eerie feeling
 
A potentially dangerous creature…
 
A hostile one of these things
 
From the Velociraptor
 
to a Carnivorous Kangaroo
 
And Fantastic Creatures
 
like Mothman and Kaiju
 
Eeek!  Hairy, scaly, gooey
 
Claws, teeth, tail
 
Enlarged red eyes
 
 9 to 10 feet tall
 
~~~~~~~~~~
 
High five dude…
 
Real Talk (seriously)
 
Full injection turbocharge
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See where the anomalies lie
 
Looks like a riddle
 
The meltdown is already under way
 
Launch a “swallow whole” attack
 
on Robots and Aliens
 
Radioactive eyebeams
 
and fiery breath
 
High-powered Supernatural Foe
 
How you view yourself
 
Not a paranoid theory
 
They have abducted people
 
Therefore, Planetary Protection
 
It’s perfectly natural
 
We will  define the problem
 
and build our own poison
 
And not be defeated by
 
a Lion Bat Human Scorpion!
 
noblebandit
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My Fav Man
 
I’m not your normal teenager
I’ve been thru quite a lot
Looks left and right and whispers
I post only in green font
 
neways, ppl seem to know me
I have a winning smile
On first glance look pretty good
From fashion to hairstyle
 
So here I am and so r u
…in a brill mood today
I get compliments all the time
Yes, Dear, Literally.
 
Quiet and dark coz it’s midnight
Getting late I see
Come back take a nap
How time flies away
 
Too awesome for adjectives
It’s alright for me
Did I mention I’m A Ladyboy
*hug hug* I know you don’t believe.
 
noblebandit
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No Enemies
 
Spectacularly large creature
 
Renew peoples sense of wonder
 
A time that is green and lush
 
To understand what is beyond us
 
Enter his world. What can you see?
 
Evolutionary forces made him so big
 
Developed muscles, violently-colored tail
 
Long legs and feet, a narrow skull
 
Think.  How did this animal live?
 
Face like a vulture. Featherless
 
It lies in wait like a crocodile
 
Real life creature. Extinct reptile
 
Drawn into the animal.  It comes alive
 
It’s true.  The back of its skull is wide
 
Eyes separated facing  forward
 
Most formidable predator to walk the earth
 
Short arms in relation to the body
 
Fearsome teeth.  Ouch!  That hurt
 
Crushing bite and overwhelming force
 
Not on the menu for other dinosaurs
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Cutting meat into chunks
 
Ok, Ok.  Rabbit it is
 
Frenzied behavior, exuberance
 
Bringing order to the chaos
 
Isn’t fatal,  just fatiguing
 
A zoo of many other creatures
 
~~~~~~~~~~
 
Storm raven,  leaves and turtle shells
 
A bone that’s crumbling.  It’s hollow
 
Thigh bone extracted from the ground
 
Dinosaur mummy in the  grasslands
 
Covered in mud, entombed in dirt
 
Near the coastal plain cut with rivers
 
By now over 65 million years old
 
Young Tyrannosaurus rex lies cold
 
Out into the museum world
 
Descendants of birds, extinct animals
 
Reconstructed museum skeleton
 
Imaging landscape across the eons
 
~~~~~~~~~
 
Basement Dwellers, Listen Up!
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Hey, a fossil is still a rock
 
noblebandit
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No Regrets
 
Regret the things I didn’t do
 
And the things I did
 
Discouraged by my own psyche
 
And wallow for a bit
 
To see the road bumps coming
 
I just drive over them
 
Moving forward, don’t look back
 
Is energy better spent
 
Living in the moment
 
I was blind to that
 
I thought they were my friends
 
But really they were not
 
Everything has a purpose
 
Nothing’s an accident
 
Regrettable association?
 
Why go salvage it?
 
Decisions, friends and partners
 
Things I wish I didn’t do
 
Mostly calculated risks
 
Some stupid, but true
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Now I close the page
 
And go read something else
 
Continuing on the path
 
I’ve drawn for myself
 
Thinking of the things I could
 
Have done or could have said
 
Whatever happens, happens
 
How do you deal with regret?
 
noblebandit
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Ode To Uncertainty
 
Useless dreams console me
Valorize Battle cries
Covered in blood
Your love is killing me
Gazing at my masculinity
In a naked state
This stroke of fate
Drawn in I entered
Urbane tone
You must have known
To be brave
I’m achieving my own destiny
 
noblebandit
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Pent Up Energy
 
Ten to the 26th watts
 
Energy from the sun
 
Harness the light
 
In one form
 
Harness a volcano
 
Cascading down
 
Smooth magma flows
 
Geothermal form
 
Energy of motion
 
Shower of particles
 
Active galactic nuclei
 
Whirling black holes
 
Petroleum and methane
 
Stored underground
 
Life cycle of dead plants
 
And  animals
 
Stretch the fabric of space
 
Another false sunrise
 
Life as we know it
 
Romantic and dangerous
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Planetary Romance
 
Imagine you are in a dimension 
 
and there is no time…
 
While earth moved around the sun
 
and two doves descended
 
Seduced by an alien 
 
- Is it you?
 
Gladiation, daring escapes
 
Adventure story set in space
 
Bonding between clones, fluid genders
 
Different from real-life cultures
 
Unrequited and taboo
 
Disastrous results that follow
 
In a world that is unreachable…
 
a very different Superhero
 
~~~~~~~~
 
Superhero, master of dreams
 
Colorful adventure, large canvas
 
Heightened drama, strange horizons
 
Between this world and ours
 
Same edge, different slant
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Exaggerated story, negative effect
 
It’s not linear, there’s no time
 
Gravity is slowing down
 
Lost world separate from our own
 
A war across time, not love
 
noblebandit
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Rio
 
My mind is filled with silvery stars
Musical staves and boulevards
Emerald green on silver-gilt
In every word and every note
Speak to me flat or sharp
The sublime, it becomes art
I’m not in the mood for sleep now
Oh, maybe a lil’ LOL
The bright fluorescent in my room
I’ll do my best. I might have known
Patterned pavements. Royal Palms
Mosaics and boulevards
Hell yeah, I’m so effing psyched
Band of flowers captures the light
I can’t fight this anymore
Finished, I have to move forward
Speak to me flat or sharp
Music. Why don’t you start?
 
noblebandit
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Roots And Stagnant Water
 
Passing phenomenon. Geological times
 
New landscape with volcanic rock forms
 
Everywhere it’s puffing and steaming
 
Harvesting water a hurricane
 
Hidden crevasses all around
 
Visibility zero, a total whiteout
 
Methane gases rise in the atmosphere
 
Ends the Cretaceous time.  67 million years
 
Enveloped in an ash cloud
 
Gas and solid rocks spew out
 
Freakish creature in the ribbed sand
 
New kind of theropod.  Non-avian
 
Common ancestor of the first birds
 
Crash-landed on a mesa from the stars
 
The missing link, most primitive specimen
 
Small body, small claws and powerful arms
 
A raptor with few changes. A herbivore
 
Evidence of feathers if you explore
 
~~~~~~~~~
 
Mangrove swamp.  Long-lost environment
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Leaves its signature in the sediment
 
Petroglyphs depict  a rich timeline
 
Where Ghost Estates now lie
 
Perfectly preserved covered in gold
 
Further courtyards to his abode
 
Blue, green, yellow, brown
 
Dark companion, how did you perform?
 
Color spectrum fades and melts
 
10acious creature, a quiet toast
 
Took all the bones and buried them here
 
Spectacular nature… Mother Earth
 
noblebandit
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Rosebud Specialist
 
Out in the open
In the sun
A harmless beetle
Where did you come from?
 
Amazing to watch
You don't sit still
Little wanderer
How did you evolve?
 
With spots of black
And round on the back
Leaf to leaf
In your habitat
 
The intricacies
Your form and shape
In a miniature world
This is your place
 
Bracing, prying
Pushing you twist
Incredible colors of
This tiny insect
 
One species red
Another yellow
Good for the planet
State bug of Ohio	
 
noblebandit
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Sangre En La Via
 
Troubled-teen pot dealer
No direction in life
Comped like a high roller
City street gang fight
 
Shrewd bizzare performance
As the need arose
Really dope velvet pants
The power of clothes
 
Stripped naked in the O.R.
Soft yellow lights
Another point to wonder
Elapsed before night
 
Ex-gangbangers.  No one cares
Males in their 20&#8242; s in the cross hairs
 
noblebandit
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Sasquatch Island
 
Near the Cali/Nevada border
 
Sightings have been reported
 
Anecdotal story, of course
 
Where I never was before
 
A man in disguise?  Strange cries
 
- Darling, I thought you got deserted
 
Nearby hill of his habitat
 
He doesn’t want to interact
 
- You’re evil, seriously!
 
Flat foot, broad heel
 
Real or not real?
 
More slavish zombie than a friend
 
Bizarre marks left in the sand
 
In the world of the sublime
 
Disappeared into the wood line
 
Nothing there
 
He’s gone
 
He’s nothing
 
Hatred for non-humans
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Save Me From Tomorrow
 
It serves as my alarm clock
 
It gives me the morning news
 
It reminds me of important tasks
 
Transfer money, paying bills
 
It’s easier than carrying a ton of stuff
 
Like a calendar or music player
 
I use my smartphone for nearly everything
 
For work and for leisure
 
Yes, it’s good for sheer convenience
 
Text messaging/email on the go
 
It’s nice to be able to browse the net
 
Speak to people when I’ve nothing to do
 
From my phone I can talk to you
 
On msn or aim
 
Often on my Samsung Star
 
I prefer just playing games
 
Picked a really cool ring tone
 
A 16- bit rendition
 
Battle Theme from FFVII
 
Taken from Newgrounds FF7
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Once it died in my hand
 
Would not switch on, charge up, nothing
 
Three days no videos or Facebook
 
No alarm clock for mornings
 
Couldn’t contact anyone
 
Everyone’s number was in my phone
 
Could not keep in touch with family
 
When I was not home
 
Living in today’s society
 
A phone means everything to me
 
A source of entertainment
 
My schedule for the day
 
Hours and hours of phone calls
 
Thousands of messages a month
 
I think it’s better to call someone
 
Than to talk on msn
 
I have all my songs in it
 
Listen to music whenever I want
 
To stay connected, or mainly
 
Access to Facebook
 
The cell phone is a basic pillar
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Of modern life
 
There’s just soooo much you can put on it
 
Now to pass the time
 
It’s become like a friend
 
It’s so convenient and awesome
 
Google satellite maps
 
Is cool when you’re just walkin’
 
Taking pictures of weird things
 
That interest me
 
Apps that allow you to books
 
Such a useful thing
 
I use all the features
 
More than the phone itself
 
Without a cell (I can’t imagine)
 
Life can be pretty dull
 
Texting is cool when
 
I don’t feel like being social
 
Listening to music, playing games
 
(All I’m doing on my mobile)
 
Almost makes us dumber
 
liktxtin u no?
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Useless calls annoy me
 
Fortunately, I don’t get those anymore
 
noblebandit
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Seattle Romeo
 
Past participant of gay porn
Deviation from the norm
Trump up the power of suggestion
Naked truth elaborate deception
I will remember it’s not real
Cult of beauty implied ideal
Out of nowhere across his chest
Just another day undressed
 
noblebandit
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Shut The **** Up
 
You’re a troll.  Trolls like trolls
 
You can’t resist my bait
 
IKYABWAI?
 
Besides, that’s so 4th grade
 
So you believe everyone with
 
A different opinion is stupid?
 
Please read and comprehend
 
What you read before posting
 
A chasm between people
 
“No you can’t, yes I can, no you can’t”
 
After writing such a hate/rage
 
Paragraph like that
 
You start a ranting tangent
 
About stuff no one cares about
 
Look at you denying facts
 
So adorable…
 
I like people who like to talk
 
But have nothing to say
 
I could argue with you all day long
 
And neither of us would change
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You’re passionate about speaking
 
Out against my speaking out
 
In a single conversation
 
Resolving flame wars is difficult
 
I’m here to prove you’re irrational
 
And spurting fallacies
 
You have terrible sentence structure
 
You type so clumsily
 
Perceptions of unfairness
 
Seemingly trivial differences
 
Go on boards just to start shit
 
Pick apart your sentences
 
The reason you just proved
 
Makes no **** sense
 
If you’re not a troll
 
You’re probably underage
 
Now you’re inventing emotions
 
You’re upset but you say, “haha”
 
I’m not even sure
 
Why you’re lashing out
 
uh…what?  That upsets you?
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You’re the one who said I was upset
 
It’s kinda hard to get mad
 
At a screen of text
 
You clearly just don’t get it
 
A misunderstanding?
 
You see there was a smiley face
 
Signifies no hard feelings
 
I don’t have time for conflict
 
Where did it all go wrong?
 
But jeez, you’re touchy today
 
I guess that’s also my fault!
 
noblebandit
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That's What Annoys Me
 
I hate nothing.  I never hate.
 
Only hardened hearts and fashion slaves
 
And people who act REALLY goth
 
Or the smell of a dirty litter box
 
People who hate message boards
 
Disloyalty and rumors
 
Mayonnaise, mustard and wild mice
 
Poison ivy/sumac and loud noise
 
Also bees.  Any bug that stings
 
Self-replicators, genes and memes
 
I hate the bright sun when driving home
 
Freewebs.  (So unreliable.)
 
People who talk smack about parents
 
Discrimination of any sort.  Intolerance
 
Double standards, Reality TV
 
Bullies, rapists, religious extremes
 
People who get on my nerves
 
Druggatics and stalkers
 
Immature people who are over twelve
 
Extreme dislike for car commercials
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I hate that Justin is such a jerk
 
And clown pictures in the dark
 
People who speak leet all the time
 
And wannabes are so annoying
 
I hate snobs and people who brag
 
Terrorists, nazis and the war in Iraq
 
Emos, hacks and perverts
 
Should be avoided at all costs
 
Mathematics of the algebraic perswasion
 
Fleas, ticks, country music and sunburn
 
I hate nothing.  I never lose my temper
 
Still amusing as much as ever
 
Not enough caffeine in my bod
 
I hate that I’m not rich.  Rock on!
 
noblebandit
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The Night World
 
I have chapstick that tastes like Nerdz
 
Upstairs in my room staring at stars
 
Magnetic necklace, dangling earrings
 
Listening to “So Alone” for no reason
 
*slapped* OW!  Flipped out on my bro
 
Throwing skittles,  ” TASTE THE RAINBOW! ”
 
Picked up my cellphone…the caller ID?
 
Hesitated, but answered  it anyway
 
2 finger salute.  I better go
 
atm a lass of many mondos
 
noblebandit
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The Real World Awaits You
 
A game is as real as a dream
 
They both exist in some way
 
Shoot someone or be shot
 
The real world will not change
 
Offline you’re not a Space Marine
 
Or a Medieval Hero
 
AFK
 
IRL: The ultimate MMO!
 
RL has no reset button
 
And it’s visibly less exciting
 
The Internets real, but it’s not life
 
Outside that worlds confines
 
You can’t log off in real life
 
There’s no DEL button offline
 
If you only wish to believe the real
 
Then the other is a lie
 
When it happens in a digital land
 
Where developers can play God
 
Does sleep count? Is that the same?
 
As going into sleep mode?
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Gameaholics
 
Keyboard Warrior
 
Expressing yourself in a simple status
 
On FB isn’t wrong
 
Life is like a game
 
It might not be fun all the time
 
Up against a simulation
 
Mimicking his playstyle
 
Also it may be meaningless
 
But it’s something to do
 
Announce your hatred for a character
 
His feelings won’t be hurt!
 
noblebandit
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Untitled
 
The halls were lit
And at the same time
Motionless
With a pattern of roses…
 
Suffering insomnia again
One-hundred percent
 
Sit down and cool off
Arms crossed…
 
Working on a false assumption
As I drifted off
Lucky dice, elaborate charm
The irrational hatred of monsters
 
noblebandit
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Vagabonds Of The Sea
 
Rebels, murderers, cutthroats, thieves
Modern marauders of the high seas
Enemies of mankind the risks are great
Carving a crimson career magnifique
Sea-going wealth sails unprotected
Lying in wait. It’s ours for the taking
Opportunity or disaster alone at sea
Alight. Desperate slice of society
Most vulnerable ships a potential victim
Wait, lads wait. Can’t you swim?
Wild frontier out at sea
Modern high seas piracy
Ahoy! Every ship in uncharted waters
Beyond laws reach confident mariners
The sea is vast and unforgiving
Free to plunder. Men are drawn to it
Unregulated waters a million miles
A fine big ship once darkness falls
Mon Capitan! Hoist skull and crossbones
With homemade grenades and pistols
Slip aboard aggressive and violent
Crew surrenders without a fight
Bloodied and frightened flee over the side
No defense against cargo crime
What’s this? A private vigilante?
Anyone this channel. May Day! May Day!
Waiting for me with a knife
Abandon the raid. Unlucky strife
He’s out to get me. Hit in the neck
In trouble now. Dropped to the deck
Very well sail on little ship
To hell with them! Died a pirates death
 
noblebandit
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Wingtip
 
Viewing the world through the eye of a fly
 
The path you folllow, where does it lead?
 
Daring stunt flier, tramp emulator
 
Or poet with robe and wreath
 
From depravity to hope in search she goes
 
Like a perfik rose feeding on air
 
What passes for a love life in her world
 
The continuation of an anime
 
Four repeated wingbeats, she believes in love
 
Between life an death, no matter what happens
 
Chaos of experience. What’s that sound?
 
Flutter…flutter… GirlFriend to – TheUnknown
 
noblebandit
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With/Without
 
An awkward silence a dead doorbell
Visionary hustler a picture of himself
Click click click and when I looked again
Devine impression sucks you right in
The undraped benefit of male anatomy
Alleviates suffering with a flavor of parody
Fifty-two, stache, a hairy chest
Too vivid a thing in the flesh
What would put stars in your eyes?
Sterile pleasures I now realize
Significant setback I’m talking to you
Just beyond the backyard a dark view
Tranquil the monument on his tomb
Artificial flowers chromatically subdued
No sense of drama.  Nothing spectacular
He didn’t deny it.  He was an amateur
 
noblebandit
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Your Journey
 
Uncaptured bubble
 
Heading inward
 
Little by little
 
Like porcelain and gilded metal
 
Down to the delta level…
 
“Mellow greetings”
 
~~~~~~~~~~~
 
Eas’ going and smooth
 
Second sight, déjà vu
 
Plasticine…
 
Your colors seem to run into one another
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
Sat idly by
 
…where was I….
 
For that instant
 
Reframe my mind…
 
“Last wishes”
 
Your shadow on the sand
 
noblebandit
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You'Re Invited
 
So I start here -
L.A. County, LALALAND
Petaluma, north of San Fran
OC, Trabuco Canyon, to be exact
I don’t even know where that’s at
Trabuco Canyon, it’s by Mission Viejo
yeAAAaaaHHH! ! I’m from Compton 310
In from Citrus Heights, all da way
Hour north of Sac, Capay Valley
Redcrest, small town close to Fortuna
My family has a house in La Jolla
Oakland bitches, but school’s in San Diego
Woo! I live in shitty San Pedro
sANTA cRuz, baby, near Monterey
Somewhere in Santa Cruz County
WEED California, NOR CAL for life
Moorpark is east of Simi Valley, right?
I’m in the Bay Area, San Lorenzo
Hanford by fresno, it’s still koo out there tho
 
Halfway between Heaven and earth
Except in the Mojave Desert
Majestic trees and cacti
Gentle slopes and hillsides
Distant horizon Douglas Fir
Joshua tree and Juniper
Natural and geographic boundaries
Ideal expression of community
Rocky mountains, water and blue sky
Ordinary and pristine if you live nearby
 
noblebandit
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